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Preamble
I thank the Attorney-General's department for undertaking this long-

overdue review, for the opportunity to make submissions, and the quality 

of the terms of reference which correctly identified the most important 

underpinnings of any adequate eSecurity program in Australia.

This submission is in two parts, and will concentrate on management and 

organizational issues that impact information security within agencies of 

government, including outsourced services.

The “Public Division” provides general observations and specific 

recommendations, and may be made publically available.

The “Confidential Division” must not be made publically available as it 

includes more technical discussions, or details of specific incidents 

illustrating defective practices within organizations acting as agencies of 

government, and might lead exploitation of the described defects, and/or 

disciplinary action against individuals.

The confidential division may be distributed, in whole or in part, at the 

discretion of the Attorney-General's department, to agencies directly 

concerned with whole-of-government protective security policy, standards 

and procedures, investigation (including the Australian National Audit 

Office), enforcement, as well as agencies that provide information 

management expertise, such as the Defence Signals Directorate, the 

Australian Government Information Management Office, and National 

Archives of Australia.

This submission is informed by my experience with multi-user information 

management systems since 1974, commercial programming since 1980, 

and work in agencies of government (state and federal) since 1986, 

including time as Enterprise Architecture (Policies and Standards) Analyst 

for a large statutory body and government business enterprise.
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Executive summary
Information security is simply a special case of protective security, itself a special 

case of risk management.  Without reasonable capability maturities for risk 

management as part of any program from requirements definitions through 

acquisition, sustainment and retirement, eSecurity cannot be achieved.

Conversely, if an organization has the ability to provide reasonable levels of 

confidence for eSecurity, it also has the capability maturities to provide value for 

money, efficacy and reliability in other areas of IT activity.

Security is rarely compromised because of a lack of knowledge by technical staff, 

rather it is cultural factors, including management processes, determined by senior 

executives within organizations acting as agencies of government, that present the 

greatest risks of failure, and provide the greatest scope for improvement.

Key suggestions

● Require formal acknowledgement by senior executives within agencies of the 

scope of the PSM and their obligations to satisfy the PSM.

● Ensure requirements documents for programs of work (especially when supply 

is outsourced) contain explicit mention of the PSM and appropriate information 

integrity and security documents (such as DSD ACSI-33).

● Empower security experts (whether internal staff, or an expert agency such as 

the DSD) to veto progress of a program of works at each “tollgate”, most 

importantly at requirements definitions stages, until their reasonable security 

concerns are satisfied.

● Provide more resources to expert agencies so that they can assist non-expert 

agencies.

● Allow DSD to review agencies, their programs and practices without an 

invitation from the agency under review.
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● Perform regular high-level surveys of information process maturity, waiver and 

risk registers, looking for differences from expected values

● If the number and impact of requested waivers, reported incidents and 

registered risks seem unexpectedly low for an agency, more detailed 

auditing is warranted.

● Ask for a self-assessment of capability maturities across all COBIT 

processes (this would be a one-page document) from all agencies and 

check this for reasonableness.  Maturities are assessed on a 0-5 

scale, and as benchmark studies show only military and biomedical 

industries approach “3” (“Defined and Managed”) across all areas, 

overly optimistic self-assessments warrant further investigation.

● Implement information systems in a granular and loosely-coupled fashion with 

a focus on protocols rather than vendor products, so that if a vulnerability is 

discovered in the way one product implements a protocol and service (e.g. 

DNS), then a different product from a different vendor, can replace the 

vulnerable product in a timely manner, even if the product from the original 

vendor will be swapped back once the vulnerability has been patched.

● Request products for commodity end-user software (e.g. email, browser and 

word-processor programs) to provide easy ways to insert, extract and display 

metadata using approved keywords and taxonomies (e.g. AGLS keywords in 

email RFC-822 “X-Headers”).  Open source software projects (such as 

Thunderbird, Firefox and OpenOffice) allow an economical method of 

achieving this by “sponsoring” a particular enhancement.
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Cultural enablers and disablers
The root-cause disablers of eSecurity (or any confidence in acceptable risk 

management) are usually cultural, and are sometimes due not merely to ignorance of 

obligations, but active denial, allowing senior executives and managers on relatively 

short tenure to take advantage of false economies, shifting remediation costs into the 

future, or to other parts of an organization.

This denial can sometimes go as far active disempowerment of experienced and 

committed technical experts within an agency, preventing them :

● meaningful involvement in requirements definitions and design reviews; 

● raising entries in risk registers; or registering incidents, or 

● registering all the characteristics of an incident.

When defects from poor acquisition (by purchase or internal development) are easily 

shifted to maintenance cost centres, such as when an IT system goes into 

production, development managers can be rewarded for cutting corners, especially 

when costs and accountabilities are not allocated back to the root cause.

When security experts (whether staff within an agency, or an expert agency such as 

the DSD) have no meaningful power to demand conformance of project 

requirements, implementations and maintenance, but can be over-ruled by business 

managers without going through the required waiver and risk registration processes, 

security issues will not be addressed properly.

When executives have short tenure, it is easy for them to ignore risk accrual.  With a 

typical executive having a position for less than 5 years, it becomes tempting to avoid 

appropriate funding for prevention and mitigation for high-significance, low-frequency 

(e.g. 10% per annum) incidents.

Alarms and recommendations from security staff should be viewed by managers 

(particularly newly installed executives) as opportunities to demonstrate improvement 

(and even gain funding) rather than costly, inconvenient, and a threat to reputation.
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Information architecture
Security is too often viewed as a series of locks and keys, ignoring the need to know 

what you have that needs protection, leading to insufficient protection, or to costly 

overprotection.  Content classification (subject matter, sensitivity, audience, 

custodians, authoritative sources, etc) is much overlooked, both in systems 

descriptions (e.g. data dictionaries) and metadata in individual documents.

Despite the availability of the AGLS (based on Dublin Core standards) and 

government thesauri (which can be leveraged by businesses), metadata is 

underused, making discovery of relevant documents labor intensive and costly if it is 

possible at all.  This is a large contributor to inefficiencies in planning, operations and 

service delivery.

Poor recordkeeping and metadata management practices have been the subject of a 

number of recent Victorian Auditor General reports.  The situation is so bad that the 

Auditor General has felt compelled to issu general guidelines  (to CEOs and Senior 

Responsible Officers) for improvement of record management and general ICT 

program delivery.  The obvious inference is that organizations are unaware of, or in 

denial about, the deliverables from expert agencies such as AGIMO and NAA.

Improvements to commodity end-user software tools

One of the reasons for resistance to using metadata is the ability to edit and view 

metadata with common software used for document preparation and viewing by non-

technical staff, despite their capacity to store metadata.

Improvements to wordprocessors and end-user email clients are desperately 

needed, and require no changes to the specification of document formats.

While wordprocessors have user-friendly means to create and view metadata 

(typically from the main toolbars, then “File”, then “Properties), most users are 

unaware of such capabilities, and even if aware, lack the discipline to maintain 

metadata as standard practice.
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The public discussion paper and terms of reference for this inquiry illustrate this lack 

of discipline: in both the distributed formats (Microsoft Word and Adobe PDF), there 

are no document descriptions, keywords or subject matter.

Email messages have the means to store document-level metadata in RFC-822 

extended headers, which all being with “X-”.  Use of RFC-822 extended header that 

include AGLS metadata labels (with dots replaced by dashes or underscores) would 

allow efficient discovery of emails relevant to a particular purpose.

When constructing email messages programmatically, I almost always included 

extended headers similar to “X-ACMECorp-CustomerId”, “X-ACMECorp-

WorkflowStreamId”, and “X-ACMECorp-ProcessId”.

It is technically trivial to add features (probably as “plugins or add-ons”) to email 

programs to add RFC-822 headers, with drop-down lists offering choices of 

metadata.  Software configuration could “point” to local or shared lists of suggested 

headers, including AGLS keywords and thesauri, as well as metadata keywords and 

values used within a particular organization.  With addition of an “Add Extended 

Header” and “View Extended Headers” buttons or menu options, metadata use would 

be much improved.

While software enhancement requests to vendors (both commercial and open-

source) are the most common means of improving capabilities of the software, open-

source projects (such as the email client Thunderbird, or OpenOffice) are very open 

to funding particular enhancements through “sponsorship”, which need not 

necessarily cover all costs.  The particular enhancements discussed above would not 

cost much, and because of the benefits to general business efficiency and security, it 

is likely that industry associations would “chip-in” if the proposal is co-ordinated by 

one or more governments (including non-Australian governments).

The costs of maintaining enhancements (especially compatibility with future revisions 

of the base product) are much lower if the new features are implemented by the 

software vendor rather than in-house development by an individual organization that 

uses the software.
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Program delivery and sustainment

The fundamental conflict

There are two aphorisms that highlight the essential problem for managers when 

planning and maintaining a service:

“You can get it good, cheap, or soon.... pick two.”
- Engineering aphorism

Because the quality of a system is often difficult to measure, as many aspects of 

quality are intangible or difficult to demonstrate until well into the life-cycle, managers 

(and the public) tend to focus on cost and time to delivery which are easy to 

measure, to the detriment of quality.  With eSecurity, mimum levels of quality and 

assurance are non-negotiable (without a formal waiver), so managers only have the 

ability to balance cost with time-to-delivery.

Requirements definitions and tollgates

“If it costs you $1 to fix a problem when the system is still on 
paper, it will cost you $10 to fix the same problem once coding 
has started, $100 when it is used within the organization, and 
$1000 once it is used by external organizations.”

- Software development aphorism

Insufficient understanding of the complexities of a particular problem leads to both 

incomplete requirements definitions and to gross underestimations of costs and time 

to delivery.  Such criticisms are regular features of reports from audit offices.

Commonly, the opinions of technical experts (including security experts) who review 

systems designs are rejected by senior decision-makers as too costly in time and 

money.  Too often, the concerns of technical experts are not entered into risk 

registers so the risks can be managed.  Because of this, the total per-annum costs 

over the lifecycle escalate, if only because a program element must be replaced 

within a short time.

While DSD is willing to help agencies, including review of design and implementation, 

the DSD has no authority to compel agencies to conform to either minimum 

standards or follow the waiver processes defined in the PSM.
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Senior security advisors within agencies are similarly limited.

Changing the resourcing and the authority of DSD, and encouraging other agencies 

to empower security advisors, granting powers to veto progression of non-compliant 

systems, force changes to non-compliant practices, force entries into risk registers, 

or at least force senior executives to follow a PSM-compliant waiver process would 

increase assurance about security issues, as well as improve the efficiency of 

delivery of the non-security-related aspects of programs.

The specifications of a car model can render it unregisterable.  Vehicle inspectors 

can deem invidivual vehicles unroadworthy.  Building inspectors can condemn 

buildings or veto construction, so why should system security issues, (which can 

have greater impact than the collapse of a particular building), be subject to less 

stringent controls?

Sustainment

Once a system is in production, proper maintenance (including patch management) 

is often viewed as an optional burden, rather than an essential part of program 

delivery.

Too often, the consequential costs of design and construction flaws are allocated to 

the end-user business units or rather than those that provided the deliverable. 

Development managers rarely have their key performance indicators (or reputation) 

affected by consequential costs of substandard work, indeed, are often rewarded for 

providing deliverables below time and budget targets, encouraging them to avoid 

quality requirements.

Guidance documents from government auditors covering design of performance 

indicator and bonus schemes could do much to improve the total cost of ownership, 

functionality and levels of security assurance of deliverables
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Systems interconnection

Although a system may have adequate security when put into production, integrity 

can be compromised when integrated with other systems at a later stage, particularly 

if the interconnection spans between organizations or systems having lower security 

requirements.

This creates risks not unlike the risk of contracting sexually transmitted diseases: it's 

not who you sleep with, but who they sleep with, and who that third party sleeps with, 

ad infinitum.

In my opinion, insufficient attention when integrating information systems across units 

within organizations, and within external organizations, is too commonly a cause of 

ever-increasing levels of insecurity.

Oversight surveys
While complete audits of information systems by competent agencies is expensive, a 

cheap and quick (although less-reliable) way of discovering organizations that pose 

unreasonably levels of risk might be to follow a procedure similar to the following:

Review of key indicators

If following correct procedures, agencies should easily be able to provide the 

following indicators:

● Number and nature of reported incidents.

● Number and nature of waivers requested and/or granted at different levels 

(including waivers at ministerial level).

● Number of security-related items on risk registers, broken down by estimations 

of impact and frequency.

These indicators can be reviewed for “sanity” by the DSD and ANAO, taking into 

account the responsibilities and size of the organization, suggesting which agencies 

warrant closer inspection.
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Review of maturity self-assessments

Using COBIT (the preferred scheme of audit offices) to assess information service 

provision, it should be easy for agencies to provide a one-page self assessment 

across all major COBIT processes, scoring each on a scale of 0 through 5.

In general, self-assessment overestimates maturity, with many organizations 

describing themselves as level “4” or “5”.  Such estimations conflict with benchmark 

studies by qualified auditors, as worldwide averages by industry sector show that 

only sectors involved in saving or losing lives (military and biomedical) have scores 

above 2.5 across all processes.

As with the indicators discussed earlier, these reports can be “sanity checked” by the 

DSD and ANAO for reasonableness, especially if earlier investigations have 

indicated problems with provision of information system services.

Such surveys (together with the criticality of security issues for a particular 

organization) can help develop a prioritized list of more detailed investigations to 

determine the accuracy of the self-assessments, and if warranted, assistance.

Existing deliverables from expert agencies
While underqualified to assess (and particularly to criticize) the deliverables 

(minimum standards, practice guidance) of expert agencies such as AGIMO, DSD, 

and NAA, I will note that they all appear more than adequate in content, revision 

practices, and actionability.

I will note that I have developed profound respect for AGIMO (in the Department of 

Finance and Administration) since it was created, taking over the responsibilities of 

the extremely underperforming National Office for the Information Economy (then 

under the Minister for Communications).  Too my mind, the dissolution of NOIE and 

creation of AGIMO was one of the very few laudable actions of the previous federal 

government in the domain of information management.
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Appendix 1: Major Cobit Processes
COBIT, defined by ISACA, is used by government audit offices wordwide, provides a 

standard scheme for reporting capability maturities across all facets of information 

service provision in a concise manner (scoring each process from 0 through 5).

It does not address value governance, but maps into a similar document (ValIT, 

again from ISACA) that defines accountabilities and responsibilities for senior officers 

(including CEOs and CFOs).

Planning and Organization Domain
● PO1 Define a strategic IT plan.
● PO2 Define the information architecture.
● PO3 Determine technological direction.
● PO4 Define the IT processes, organisation and relationships.
● PO5 Manage the IT investment.
● PO6 Communicate management aims and direction.
● PO7 Manage IT human resources.
● PO8 Manage quality.
● PO9 Assess and manage IT risks.
● PO10 Manage Projects

Acquisition and Implementation Domain
● AI1 Identify automated solutions.
● AI2 Acquire and maintain application software.
● AI3 Acquire and maintain technology infrastructure.
● AI4 Enable operation and use.
● AI5 Procure IT resources.
● AI6 Manage changes.
● AI7 Install and accredit solutions and changes.

Delivery and Support Domain
● DS1 Define and manage service levels.
● DS2 Manage third-party services.
● DS3 Manage performance and capacity.
● DS4 Ensure continuous service.
● DS5 Ensure systems security.
● DS6 Identify and allocate costs.
● DS7 Educate and train users.
● DS8 Manage service desk and incidents.
● DS9 Manage the configuration.
● DS10 Manage problems.
● DS11 Manage data.
● DS12 Manage the physical environment.
● DS13 Manage operations.

Monitoring and Evaluation Domain
● ME1 Monitor and evaluate IT performance.
● ME2 Monitor and evaluate internal control.
● ME3 Ensure compliance with external requirements.
● ME4 Provide IT governance.
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Appendix 2: Abbreviations
ACSI-33 Documents from DSD detailing minimum and recommended policies 

and practices for information integrity and security.

AGIMO Australian Government Information Management Office 
(agimo.gov.au)

AGLS Australian Government Locator Service – a set of labels to define 
content, including subject matter, audience and custodians.  Based on 
the “Dublin Core” metadata standards.

ANAO Australian National Audit Office (anao.gov.au)

AS/NZS 4360 Risk Management Standard – associated with a number of handbooks 
covering specific cases, such as the management of IT evidence.

COBIT Control Objectives for IT for assessment (and management) of 
information handling maturity, developed by ISACA and used by audit 
agencies of many nations. (isaca.org/cobit)

DSD Defence Signals Directorate – expert agency (nominated in the PSM) 
for information security advice and assistance. (dsd.gov.au)

IETF Internet Engineering Task Force, the peak body defining internet 
standards and best practices.

ISACA Information Systems Audit and Control Association (isaca.org)

ISO International Standards Organization (iso.ch)

ISO 20000 A service delivery management standard for IT (superceding a series of 
service delivery guidelines called “ITIL”)

NAA National Archives of Australia – the expert agency for information 
classification, recordkeeping and ePermanence. (naa.gov.au)

PSM Protective Security Manual – outlines minimum obligations of all 
agencies of government on protection of persons, property, and 
information.  It includes detailed descriptions of waiver and incident 
investigation procedures.

RFC 822 The IETF standard for format of email messages, in particular “header 
information”, such as “From”, “To”, and providing support for “custom 
headers” for metadata storage.

RFC 2199 The IETF standard for keywords used in requirements documents 
describing conformance levels (e.g. “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “SHOULD, 
“MAY”).  It is clearer than the ISO equivalent.
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